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1. Introduction

The TUNNETT diode (tunnel injection transit time negative resistance diode;

Nishizawa 19581']) has been thought to be the most promising semiconductor source in

the frequency range from lOOGHz to lOOOGHz. The fundamental frequency of 338GHz was

already realized^,3] and also cw operation at 150GHz was repor ted^ , On the other hand,

the Static Induction Transistor (SIT) showed the excellent performance for high power use

in the microwave regional, The Static Induced Tunnel Transit Time Transistor (SIT4)[5]

is a kind of SIT in which the injection source region is replaced by the tunnel injection for

use in submillimeter region. Above lOOOGHz up to lOOTHz of the field of the conventional

semiconductor, semiconductor Ramant6,7] an(j BrillouintS] lasers are expected to be the

most useful devices in the future as pointed out by the author (Nishizawa, 196319)).

2. TUNNETT diode

The TUNNETT diode was p. oposed by the author in the analysis of the avalanching

negative resistance diodefll. It was pointed out that the avalanching build-up would not

foliow the ac voltage when the transit angle of the avalanche region could not be neglected at

higher frequencies, and the tunnel injection at the reverse biased junction would be useful as

an injection source of the transit time negative resistance diode in place of the avalanche

injection.

Moreover, the avalanche injection should be considered as a dispersion

phenomenon^,10] although it has long been thought as only a time delay phenomenon. On

the other hand, there is little time delay in the tunnelling injection because it is a quantum

mechanical transition in which only the transition probability is a problem. Figure 1 shows

the fundamental p+n+i n+ structure of the TUNNETT diode.

The small signal analysis of the ac current was made in detail for both the injection

region and the transit region including the carrier diffusion effect'! I. Consequently, the

width of the transit region should be chosen as Wd = 3vs/4f, where f is the oscillation

frequency and vs is the saturation velocity of carriers.
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The first TUNNETT oscillation was realized experimentally in 1968 from the GaAs

p+n diodeHl]. Recently several types of GaAs TUNNETT diodes such as p+-n+-i(z>)-n+,

p+-n-n+ and p+n diodes have been fabricated by the use of the author's new liquid phase

epitaxial method, which is named the temperature difference method under controlled

vapor pressure(TDM-CVP)['2J. The oscillation characteristics of the p+-n-n+ diodes are

shown in Figure 2.

With increasing Nr> the oscillation frequency increases with the enhancement of the

tunnel injection, and the submillimeter fundamental oscillation of 338GHz(2,3] (X = 0.89

mm) has been obtained from the p+-n-n+ diode in which Nrj is 1 x 10'°cni~3. The peak

pulsed output power has been estimated to be 1 OmW.

Figure 3 shows the performance characteristics of p+-n+-i(tp)-n+ diodes^. '3] The

threshold current became one half or smaller than those of the p+-n-n+ diodes (J{n =

3 x 104A/cm2 and fmax = 301 GHz).

The low noise is one of the important feature of the TUNNETT diodes(Fig.4)f3K

3. Static Induced Tunnel Transit Time Transistor!5! (SIT4)

The potential barrier in SIT is very similar to the base puching through bipolar

transistor which operates prior to the attainment of space charge conduction. However, it is

very different from the bipolar transistor in that the gate voltage contrails the potential

barrier by the static induction, in other words, through the capacitive coupling. Therefore,

the MIS structure can be applied to the gate, in which case there is no minority carrier storage

effect. If the thickness of the potential barrier is extremely reduced in the SIT, the current

follows the thermionic emission equation as was described in one of the easiest works'14]

of the author and named the Ideal SIT. The same device was recentrly named the Ballistic

transistor by Eastman et. a l " *] _ The ideal (Ballistic) SIT has been estimated to be capable of

operating up to 718GHz[!6] b y the'author and 800GHz by Bozlerl'7] The permeable base

transistor (Bozler and Alley t '71) is the buried Shottky gate type SIT which was described in

the first paper of SIT.

If the injection source is replaced by the tunnelling injection region as shown in Figure

5. it can operate as a triode version of the TUNNETTt^l. In SIT^, the gate voltage contrails

the field of the tunnelling region and the tunnelling electrons transit to the drain without

reaching the gate. The MIS structure gate is, therefore, particularly suitable. The SIT's using

tunnelling and Ideal (Ballistic) SIT are promising devices in the submillimeter region.
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4. Semiconductor Raman and Brillouin Lasers

The author suggested the generation of electromagnetic wave by using phonons in

semiconductors from submillimeter to infrared (1963191). The observation that the

ultrasonic wave was generated in a Gunn domain was a first experimental proof to the

effective oscillation of coherent phononsf'8] j n this experiment, ultrasonic wave was

detected by a fused silica rod and Y. cut quartz transducer at one end of a GaAs Gunn diode

(Fig.6).

Afterward, we proceed the experiment to cause an interaction between

electromagnetic wave and acoustic wave at much higher frequency region. The essential idea

is the collinear backward interaction of light and acoustic waves. The experimental set-up

is shown in Figure 7. The coherent elastic wave of about 3SGHz was excited at an end of

CdS crystal. The incident light from the He-Ne laser interacts with the propagating acoustic

wave and scattered backward at the Bragg-reflection condition as is shown in Figure 81°' .

In this case, however, the incident light wave and acoustic wave were so weak that the

net gain was not available. If an intense source like YAG laser or a pulsed semiconductor laser

is used, it will be possible to get a net gain.

The semiconductor Raman laser experiment was made as shown in Figure 9-1'1, where

a GaP single crystal in a high-Q Fabri-Perot resonator was pumped by a Q switched YAG

laser (1.064jum) with a forward scattering configuration. Lasing oscillation modes depend

on the crystal direction. A longitudinal optical phonon mode (LO) oscillated when the

crystal direction along the resonator axis is <100>, while transverse optical phonon modes

TOf and TO5 (forward and backward scattering, respectively) oscillated when the crystal

direction is nearly <110> (Fig.10). The TOf mode inherently generates the far infrared

electromagnetic wave because the TOf phonon strongly couples with it.

The detailed analysis shows that a slight deviation from the exact <110> is nescessary

for the oscillation of the TOf mode when the incident porarization direction is along

(l i ronSJ, but the deviation is unnescessary when it is along <001>. Figure 11 shows the

relation of the input and the Stokes output powers for the LO mode. The crystal length was

able to be as short as 3.8mm.
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